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Braided Chair Pad with Picot Edge  
Instructor:  Christine Manges 
4 Fridays at 1 pm EST on March 10, 17, 24, 
and April 7, 2023 
 
 
 
Supply List: 
 
1.  Fabric:  Please choose at least 3 colors of used or new wool or wool blends, for a total of 1.5 to 2 
yards of fabric.   
 
 a.  Used fabric:  Thick wool skirts, heavier pants, and wool blazers work well.  Wash them in 
cold water if you like the current fabric weight, and dry in the dryer on medium.  Then pick or tear 
apart the seams.  Discard small pieces (pockets, pocket flaps, collars, waist bands) and or use them 
for another project such as penny rugs.  If any interfacing doesn’t come off easily, don’t waste time 
picking it off. 
 If your used fabric is too thin (this is a judgment call) then wash the items in warm to hot 
water and use a lot of agitation, to thicken them up.  Note:  if you have a wool blend with less than 
75% wool, it is unlikely to thicken.  You need at least 75% wool in a fabric to thicken it up. 
 
 b.  New fabric:  My favorite sources are:   
  1.  Shop from other braiders at braid conferences 
  2.  Dorr Mill Store:  I especially like their “textures”  https://dorrmillstore.com 
  3.  Rebecca Erb/The Wool Studio:  https://www.thewoolstudio.com/ 
  4.  Heavens to Betsy:  https://www.heavens-to-betsy.com 
  5.  Country Braid House (CBH):  they have large scraps available for $13/pound…If 
you choose this option, either go there in person to feel the fabric and make sure the colors you 
choose are the same weight, or call them up and they will help you with getting the same weights.  
https://countrybraidhouse.com/product-category/braiding-supplies/ 
 

 
1.  Braidmaster Braid-Aids, set of 3.  Available from Halcyon Yarn for $11 + shipping.   
https://halcyonyarn.com/rug-making/  Available from Country Braid House also. 
2.  Braidkin Lacer.  Available from Halcyon Yarn for $3.50 + shipping.   
https://halcyonyarn.com/rug-making/			Available from Dorr Mill Store & CBH also.	
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3.  Straight Hemostat:  5 or 6 inch, locking.  Google to see where you can get them inexpensively, or 
go to Harbor Freight Tools.  Avoid the words “toothed,” “curved,” and “used.”  Can substitute with 
needle-nosed pliers, particularly the type for jewelry (get the longest noses that you can). 
4.  #16 or 18 tapestry needles – Blunt.  16s are best but 18s will work.  Get these inexpensively at 
fabric/craft stores in the cross-stitch or needlepoint regions, or get them from the stores listed 
above.  These are used for splicing lacing cord.  (I also use a #13 to lace my loops, but you should 
use the braidkin:  it’s easier.) 
5.  Cotton Lacing Cord, also called Loxrite, #9 Cotton cording, and Cotton Splicing Cord, or a mix of 
all of the above terms.  Available in White, Dark Brown, and Black, from CBH, Dorr, Halcyon Yarn, 
and Maine Threads, which has the best price:  https://mainethread.com/collections/threads-
bobbins/products/9-cotton-splicing-thread 
 

 
6.  Table Clamp or Braid Stand: 
These devices act as a “third hand” to steady the braid.  There are braid stands available from Dorr 
Mill and Country Braid House, although the shipping might be high since they’re large.  The table 
clamps work BUT they tend to be for 1” width table tops or even thinner, although Peggyann Watts 
does have a “Big Mouth” clamp for wider tables for around $30 (pwatts@stny.rr.com).  Cheapest 
alternative:  a heavy book or two on a table to keep the braid in place. 
7.  Clothespin – acts as a “working end” clamp 
8.  Rubber bands:  for rolling up strips securely. 
9.  Safety pins of multiple sizes 
10.  Ball-headed straight pins – many like to use them to mark their skipped loops while lacing 
11.  Plastic pencil case:  4” X 8” X 2” – many use these to keep their supplies in. 
12.  Scissors and optionally thread snips 
13.  Sewing needle, thread, and (optional) a sewing machine. 
 
Books:   
The Braided Rug Book by Norma Sturges – widely available used 
Combining Rug Hooking and Braiding by Kris McDermet, Christine Manges, and Dianne Tobias.  
This sounds like a specialty book but actually has a lot of info for beginning braiders. 


